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Elegant Shoulder Wrap
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Pattern #40

Pattern difficulty:
Moderate

Pattern size: One size

Finished measurements:
Width (top ribbing): 170cm
Length top to bottom tip: 90cm
        
Materials:
Vinnis Colours Serina
(111m/50g 4ply 100% bamboo)
7 balls Natural (600)
Circular Needle System (eg KnitPro) 
one side  12mm tip, other side  8mm tip, 
cable approx. 140mm
Tapestry needle
Scissors

Abbreviations: 
k - knit
st(s) - stitch(es)
kfb -. knit front & back (knit 2 sts out of 
one st by first knitting 1 st out of front of 
st then 1 st out of back of st

Pattern Notes:
Knit using 2 strands of yarn together.
The Shoulder Wrap is knitted by using a 
12mm tip on one side and a 8mm tip on 
the other side. 
The row knitted with the big tip is knit-
ted “crossed” (stitch into the back of the 
stitch instead of front), the back row done 

with the smaller tip is knitted straight us-
ing front of the stitch, lace pattern is done 
in these rows.

Row 1:  K on 12mm needle (front side of 
garment) crossing the sts. (see above)
Row 2: K  2 sts,  *k 1st, double yarn over, 
slip one stitch as if to knit, knit two sts 
together, pass the slipped st over, double 
yarn over* on needle 8mm. Repeat sts 
between *-*, end on knit 3 sts.
Row 3: Knit on 12mm needle crossing 
the sts only knitting 1 st out of  each  
double yarn over loops, to create a 
loose lace.

Stretched garter stitch:
The row knitted with the big tip is knit-
ted “crossed” (stitch into the back of 
the stitch instead of front), the back 
row done with the smaller tip is knitted 
straight using front of the stitch, creating 
a “stretched” garter stitch.
The Wrap is started at the bottom tip of 
the triangle. 

To make:
Cast on 3 sts on big tip. 
Knit first row with small tip “crossed” as 
described above. This is done only when 
casting on sts to not have a too loose 
end. At the beginning and end of each 
row, knit 2 sts out of one by stitching 
into the front, pulling the yarn through 
and then stitching into the back pulling 
another stitch through before letting it slip 
off the needle. Per row this adds two sts. 
Work 2 rows getting to 7 sts, in third row 
start lace pattern:
Beginning of row add 1 sts as described, 
knit 1 st (3 sts on right needle),  double 

yarn over, slip one st as if to knit, knit 2 
sts together, pass slipped st over, double 
yarn over, knit 1 st , knit 2 sts out of last 
st (9 sts), next row knit crossed on big tip 
also adding at the beg and end  knitting 
just 1 st out of each double yarn over (11 
sts).  Carry on exactly the same. By add-
ing 2 sts each side every 2 rows the lace 
pattern will be off-set by 2 sts and one 
pattern will be added every 2 rows. 

At 123 sts carry on in stretched garter 
stitch for 10 rows/ 5  ribs (157 sts on 
needle). Cast off all sts very loosely. 
Finish with fringing.
Cut 30cm ends. For each fringe, use 
3 strands and fix to both sides of the 
triangle.
Weave in ends.
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Lace Pattern                    
X  :  Knit
(   :  double yarn over
)   :  double yarn over
^  :  slip one stitch as if to knit, knit 2 sts together, pass slipped st over
even # rows always knit crossed (stitch into back of the stitch)


